* 7 Days 5 Nights Osaka, Kyoto, Toyohashi, Lake Kawaguchi
+ Tokyo Disney Tour *
(Excitement Package)
Day 1: Arrival to Osaka
You will be welcomed by our local representative at the Osaka airport and transferred to your hotel.

Day 2: Osaka

(Breakfast, Dinner)

Theme Park Fun
After breakfast, it is time for an exciting day in Universal Studios Japan! Step into
the magical world of Peter Pan as you zip through the sky on the new “Hollywood
Dream – The Ride”. The theme park includes 18 rides and shows plus great shopping
and dining options – perfect for a fun day out! Embark on a shopping spree at
Shinsaibashi. After a sumptuous dinner, head back to your hotel in Osaka for a good
rest.

Day 3: Kyoto – Toyohashi

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

City Tour
After breakfast, you will first explore Kyoto, an ancient city with many notable and
historic attractions. Visit the famous Kinkakuji “Golden Pavilion”, originally built in
1394. Marvel at the Kiyomizu Temple, famous for its wide wooden veranda jutting
out over an exquisite valley that offered a panoramic view of the city. Next, visit the
Nishijin Textile Centre where you can enjoy the kimono fashion show and
appreciate the fine creation of Japanese weaving. If time permits, we will drive past
Gion Street, a former Geisha district where you might catch a glimpse of Maikosan.
After a sumptuous dinner, head back to your hotel in Toyohashi for a good rest.

Day 4: Toyohashi – Lake Kawaguchi

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Bullet Train Experience
After breakfast, experience the stunning speed of Shinkansen Bullet Train,
heading towards Mt. Fuji. Upon arrival, proceed to the 5th station of Mt. Fuji, the
symbol of Japan (subject to weather conditions). Next, you will head to
Gotemba Premium Outlets, where you can shop for international brands at
reasonable prices. Tonight, you will enjoy a traditional Japanese “Nabe”
(steamboat) dinner dressed in a “yukata”. Relax in one of the “onsen” (hot
spring bath) within the hotel in Lake Kawaguchi.

* 7 Days 5 Nights Osaka, Kyoto, Toyohashi, Lake Kawaguchi
+ Tokyo Disney Tour *
(Excitement Package)
Day 5: Tokyo

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

City Tour
After breakfast, you will start your Tokyo city tour. Visit the famous
Asakusa Cannon Temple. Enjoy a delicious lunch. At the Namikase
Shopping Street, stroll along the colourful street, which is filled with
souveniers and traditional Japanese snacks. You will then head to Ueno,
where you can purchase a wide range of goods at reasonable prices. On
your way back to your hotel, you can catch a glimpse of the Tokyo Sky
Tree, the tallest structure in Japan. Enjoy a good night’s rest at your
hotel after a hearty dinner.

Day 6: Tokyo

(Breakfast, Dinner)

Tokyo Disney Resort
After breakfast, spend an entire day of fun at Tokyo Disney Resort. Choose between Disneyland – the Kingdom of
Dreams and Magic or set sail on an adventure in DisneySea’s seven ports of call. After a day of theme park fun, enjoy
a sumptuous dinner before returning to your hotel to rest.

Day 7: Departure from Tokyo

(Breakfast)

Free till departure transfer to airport for homebound flight.

MEALS:
 Japanese Shabu-Shabu
Dinner
 Japanese Set Lunch
 Tempura Lunch

Tour Code: P7ITMANA

